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About This Game

Onslaught: Armoured Assault is an indie real-time strategy, space survival simulation, where you the player are tasked with
building a starbase, gathering resources, and creating a fleet to survive the onslaught of wave after wave of alien starships intent

on your destruction. Explore the void, chart mineral-rich asteroid belts, and destroy pirate outposts in an epic struggle for
survival.

Fight to your last in this endless game mode. Survival mode charges you with a sole starbase in a vast area of space; in this vast
area, you will find trouble, and rewards. Gather resources, build up a fleet, and prepare for the alien menace that lurks in the

darkness of space. Your enemies are relentless and will mercilessly destroy everything you have built; only the strong will
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survive. Fight on for as long as possible, accumulating score on an international leaderboard. Prove to your friends that you are
worthy of the mantle of Admiral!

Ever dreamed of a hundred starships blasting each other apart in fiery battle in the void? Make your dream reality in Onslaught:
Armoured Assault, where there is no population cap on the number of ships that can be built. The scale of war can range from a

single ship to a several hundred, with numerous fighters darting between these behemoths of interstellar war.

Customise to your hearts content; Onslaught: Armoured Assault offers unparalleled ways in which you can kit out your ships,
from the look of your fleet to the weapons on individual ships. The in-game color customizer allows you to change the primary,
secondary, and trim colors of your own, and the enemy’s, starships. Each class of starship has its own unique add-ons, allowing
for you to build the perfect design for the battles ahead. You will encounter many different ships and weapons, all with their
own unique abilities and effects; optimise your fleet composition, balance strengths and weakness, and defeat the alien foe!

Onslaught: Armoured Assault uses community suggestions and feedback to create weapons, ships and balance adjustments. The
game is built around being fun and enjoyable for everyone.

The game will be further expanded on with future updates, bringing new ways with which to play the game. The onslaught will
never end!
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Title: Onslaught: Armoured Assault
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Lazy Friday Studio
Publisher:
Lazy Friday Studio
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows 10 - 64 bit

Processor: AMD Duel Core or Intel I5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia or Radeon Cards, 1024x768 resolution

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Latest Drivers Installed for Graphics Cards

English
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armored onslaught imperial assault. onslaught armoured assault

Edit: Certain people seem clueless to the fact that a game needs to have good single player if it doesn't have online multiplayer.
This game's single player is horrible and is not worth the price of the game at all. I wasn't looking for a game to play with
friends. I was looking into a game that plays well single player. And the fact they need you to sign in to your steam account to
prove you have the game to play with other people... That's beyond stupid. This game is bad unless you live in a condensed
neighborhood where all your friends live within 4 miles of you. Then you might MIGHT get some enjoyment out of this game.
Go get better versions of this game. This is a common genre on Steam and I suggest you look into better ones.

Without online multiplayer this game has you rely on hooking up gamepads and playing with local friends. Not to mention it
forces you to create\/sync up a steam account. Which can be good but without an online mode this seems rather pointless other
than character looks. Main issues is that it's not very user friendly and what if you don't have any local friends? Well you have
the AI but that does get boring quick. I'd not recommend it until some sort of online feature is implemented.. I didn't like this
game. I'm not saying it's bad. Actually I really like the idea behind this game. But 14 levels in I quit the game and left it
minimized to get all cards.
The gameplay was just so frustrating to me that I just couldn't go on. I just couldn't stand the helplessness of the movement
system. Losing momentum and not being able to do something about it(apart from just restarting the level) simply rubbed me
the wrong way.

I know that it's a completely subjective thing and thus this review is pointless, but I just needed to put this out here.. I sadly have
to dislike the game after five minutes of playing. Actually the game itself looks good and has potential but there are two reasons
why i have to dislike it:

1) This game has a weird blurry effect when you move which makes you sick after two minutes. You can barely see anything
when you move and you cant deactivate this effect.

2) The mouse movement is very laggy and slow. The mosuemovement is not responsive at all.

On top i got stuck between a car and a trashcan after five minutes of playing ...

Please fix those things. Thanks!. Recommended for a cute and wonderful 2d puzzle game. Estimated 2 hour complete
experience.

This game reminds me of a charming Point and click variation of Dragon's Lair. A lot of "failure" points exist in the game, but
after a quick little animation you're immediately back where you were. This allows you to have a way to explore what not to do
without frustration. I personally appreciated the end of the game and how it all tied together. I liked how the options to proceed
were limited enough to allow you to be able to proceed at a good pace. Only time I felt I got stuck involved a window. Art style
was beautiful, music was atmospheric but not memorable.. That experience was fantastic!

Some people says you can play Avadon games speratly. I strongly disagree. The 3 games are one, huge story divided in 3 parts.
And the conclusion is really satisfying!

Feels like completing a trilogy of immense novels.

To make a long story short : Avadon : The Black Fortress was a great game, Avadon 2 : The Corruption even better and this one
is definately the best. The same core ideas are there : mission-based railroad within open-ended locations, choices that matters,
relationship with companions that leads toward side-quests and hard choices. Yet, if Avadon 2 was a revisiting of Avadon 1 with
some different skinning, here, with Avadon 3, things are handled a bit differently : all the companions quests are very different
in tone and scope (some are very, very short), the side-quest are more organicaly entwined within the world, and the mechanics
have been updated : the build system for characters had been improved through nice streamlining, and some new features added
some puzzle-solving elements to the to tactical compbats.

I just loved this trilogy. I strongly suggest it to anyone wanting a "litterary experience" to it's gaming, Remind me of Joe Dever's
Lone Wolf gaming books, not for the vibe nor the setting or the the story, but for the "wholeness" of it's rpg story-telling.
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Great game!. This pack is a great way to start your career as a medic. Since you get Medic Pouch without having to unlock it
you can simply buy 1, or two more if being a Veteran, and have 9 (!) medic kits for use. Without badges. This game is art. Art
IS this game. However, this game shouldn't be on Steam, it should be in a museum. As such, I can't fully recommend this game,
as a GAME. Mainly, my complaint is that it's TOO good. The devs made the artistic choice of making a good game under the
guise of a bad game. My favourite part was going down the road to see the voidless end of the map, and having it be literally
barricated off, yet completely visible. 9/10 would be 10/10 if it was in a museum.. I was a little wary at first because I loved the
original Exile games on the Mac and I was afraid of the changes in this version. Although I do miss the ability to have six party
members, I was very pleased to discover that this is a very accessible and fun RPG that still holds up today. If you enjoy non-
linear, massive RPGs (and don't mind a bit of reading) this game is worth your time.

PROS
+ Exploring the huge world is fun
+ Loads of quests
+ Nice inventory system (with infinite junk storage)
+ Flexible character upgrade system (anyone can do anything)
+ Optional, built-in cheat menu

CONS
- Massive world can be overwhelming (but good journal system helps)
- Some areas can seem ridiculously hard (just come back later)
- Fast travel is realistic but frustrating
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Very detailed as normal really recommend it.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NF_EpmTbzvg
Unless I'm missing something xtreme, I think this might be one of the most xtreme examples of an xtremely bad game I've
come across. It's xtremely basic while managing to be xtremely frustrating. 'Gameplay' (which is an xtreme word for it) is
xtremely lacking, as is any kind of 'xtreme league'. I'm xtremely annoyed. To the xtreme.. A very nicely done story, hit a bit
close to home. I should probably stop drinking.. cant get it to work. have to keep validating game files..... AWESOME GAME.
vvv fun and some spook much good

Extra level "The pilot":
Added short level that you get on the regular fighter. STEAM Achievement is "Willsword Air force Campaign medal".
This game is a finished version, but may have levels added for the benefit of the player.If you don't need any updates, turn off
"Update automatically" for this game.
Thank you.. Massive Air Combat New game.:
New game.
Discount for fans of Sonic-Alpha will soon be over. I do n't think about discounting this game in the future. Don't miss it.
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1065050/Gunship_Recon/. Added a level "Night storm":
Added post-war "Night Storm" level (Level 14) and "STEAM Achievement".
Supported Portuguese, French, Italian, Czech, Korean, Dutch, Traditional Chinese, Finnish, Danish, Norwegian.. Fixed
STEAM achievement.:
Fixed a bug related to the STEAM achievement.. Added trailer level for next game "Gunship Recon".:
Added trailer level for next game "Gunship Recon".
And added STEAM achievement.
It is a simple control helicopter arcade game.
This level is a trailer.Ground damage has been disabled.
I use this game's AH-64 instead of AH-6.
The radar function is omitted.
The level 6 mission completion screen has been replaced.
Added wallpaper to the soundtrack.
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